Blood Draw (Blood Type Book 2)

After seventeen-year-old Blake Ehlert is
brutally attacked and infected with vampire
venom, she must choose between imminent
death and eternal life. Unable to turn away
from true love, Blake ultimately embraces
the reality to which shes been doomed. But
life as a teenage vampire proves to be a lot
more difficult than even she bargained for.
In BLOOD DRAW, the much-anticipated
sequel to BLOOD TYPE, Blake struggles
with the relentless warring between her
lingering human emotions and cravings for
blood. To make matters worse, Blake finds
herself caught on the cusp of revolt, led by
the Chief of Police and towns most
powerful vampire. In order to protect her
human friends and family, as well as the
vampires shes come to love, Blake must
take a stand against those sworn to protect
their very existence.
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